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BACKGROUND: Methods of diagnostic molecular biology are
routinely applied on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues
processed via conventional method. Recently, there has been a
growing interest to use microwave technology in histopathology
laboratories to overcome the deficiencies of the conventional
processing method. Thefore, this study was aimed to compare and
analyze the quality and quantity of DNA obtained from tissues
processed by conventional and microwave tissue processing
techniques and to further ascertain the applicability of the latter for
PCR (polymerase chain reaction based research).
METHODS: Thirty fresh tissues of oral squamous cell carcinoma
(OSCC) were included, and each sample was cut into two
equivalent halves. One tissue half was processed by conventional
manual method whereas the other half was processed using a
domestic microwave oven. DNA was obtained from all the tissues
which were then subjected to Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to
evaluate GAPDH (Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase)
gene expression.
RESULTS: The results revealed better DNA yield from microwave
processed tissue while the quality of the DNA was alike from both
the techniques.
CONCLUSION: On the basis of the results obtained, it can be
concluded that DNA produced by microwave processed tissues was
similar to that obtained by conventional processing technique in
terms of quantity and quality. Thus, microwave processed tissue
samples can be successfully used for further molecular studies and
researches.
KEYWORDS: Microwave tissue processing, oral squamous cell
carcinoma, polymerase chain reaction, GAPDH gene, molecular
pathology
INTRODUCTION
The new-fangled accomplishments in the field of cancer diagnosis
have seen a plethora of rapid and accurate high throughput diagnostic
tests; these molecular diagnostic tests have now been demonstrated
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to be highly beneficial in the clinical scenario.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in
using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to
investigate the molecular changes in stepwise
progression of various diseases including cancer
(1). Lately, DNA extracted from formalin-fixed
and paraffin-embedded tissues (FFPE) processed
via conventional method has been successfully
used for gene analysis by PCR (2).
Routine
manual
tissue
processing
(conventional method) method is a reliable and an
inexpensive procedure. However, it has many
drawbacks including the exposure to noxious
chemicals like xylene & formalin and longer time
duration (3).In order to overcome the deficiencies
of the conventional method, certain new methods
were introduced like automatic tissue processing
and microwave method. Of these, microwave
tissue processing requires shorter processing time
with minimum exposure to noxious chemicals (4).
In this process, the penetrative properties of the
microwave radiation and the conversion of this
incident energy into heat is used; it was first used
by Boon and Kok in 1985 (3).
Since this technology was first adopted in
pathology laboratories, many studies have been
conducted and have already established the
creditability of this technique for efficient tissue
fixation and processing. However, no study has
been conducted to compare the quality and
quantity of the DNA obtained from the oral
squamous cell carcinoma tissues, processed by
conventional manual processing technique and
microwave processing method and to further
evaluate the viability of the procured DNA to be
utilized for further molecular investigations.
Thus,this study was intended to assess the PCR
results of GAPDH gene expression in the
extracted DNA samples and thereby to compare
and analyze the effects of the microwave
histoprocessing on DNA integrity and its
applicability when compared with routine tissue
processing techniques.
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METHODS
Formalin fixed OSCC tissue specimen formalin
stored for less than 6 months were collected from
the archives of People’s College of Dental
Sciences & Research Centre, Bhopal and
Jawaharlal Nehru Cancer Hospital, Bhopal (India).
Approval was obtained from the ethical committee
of the involved institutes. Subsequent DNA
analysis was performed in the Centre for Scientific
Research and Development People’s Group,
Bhopal (India). Each sample was cut into two
equal halves with each tissue bit measuring
approximately 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.5 cm and fixed in 10%
formalin for 24 hours. The samples were then
grouped as following:
Tissue processing
Group A: The specimens were processed using
the conventional method i.e. dehydrated in
increasing concentrations of alcohol, cleared in
xylene, impregnated in paraffin wax using hot air
oven (Table1).
Group B: The tissue samples were washed under
running tap water to remove formalin. They were
then placed in a plastic cassette and transferred to
microwave oven safe glass containers with the
capacity of 500ml containing 200ml of the
absolute isopropyl alcohol. A water load of 200 ml
was placed in another microwave resistant beaker
of capacity of 500ml. The two beakers were
placed together in microwave oven which was
operated at 40% power for two 20 minutes cycle.
For impregnation procedure, the tissue was shifted
to a beaker containing 200ml paraffin wax. This
beaker along with the 200ml water load in another
beaker was placed in microwave oven and run at
40% power for two cycles of 20 minutes. Minimal
gap was kept between the two steps to avoid tissue
desiccation. The procedure that was followed is
given in Table 2.
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Table 1: Protocol for conventional tissue processing
Steps
Reagents
Dehydration
70% Isopropyl alcohol
80% Isopropyl alcohol
90% Isopropyl alcohol
100% Isopropyl alcohol
100/% Isopropyl alcohol
Clearing
Xylene
Xylene
Impregnation
Paraffin wax
Total duration : 24 hours
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Duration (Minutes)
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
Overnight

Table 2: Protocol for microwave tissue processing
Steps
Dehydration
Impregnation

Reagent Used
Absolute isopropyl alcohol
Absolute isopropyl alcohol
Paraffin wax
Paraffin wax
Total duration : 1hr 10 mins

Tissues obtained after processing by both
techniques were then embedded in paraffin wax
using L molds. Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E)
stained sections were prepared; only those samples
with diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma were
taken for the study.
Sample preparation for PCR: About 25 µm
thick sections were collected from paraffin
embedded tissue blocks; 30 tissues in a given
sample were kept constant. Sections were then
transferred into 1.5 ml micro-centrifuge tube for
DNA extraction procedure.
DNA extraction: Xylene method was employed
for the deparaffinization of paraffin-embedded
tissues followed by the treatment with series of
chilled graded ethanol washes (100%, 80% and
70%) centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 minutes in
micro centrifuge machine (Micro Centrifuge
EPPENDORF-5804 R) to obtain tissue pellets. For
protein digestion, 40 µl Proteinase K was
employed. After proteinase K inactivation, DNA

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4314/ejhs.v26i5.13

Duration (Minutes)
20
20
20
20

isolation was performed employing Phenol:
Chloroform (Conventional) method. Later, DNA
purification was carried out with alcohol. The
yield of DNA was measured using a Picodrop UVSpectrophotometer (PICOPET01 manufactured by
Picodrop Ltd - Cambridge, U.K.) at 260nm with
TE buffer; 1 µl of eluted DNA was taken in the
pipette and the absorbance of various samples was
obtained.
PCR was performed using two different
primer sets for the GAPDH gene, amplifying (96
base pairs) products; PCR fragments were
amplified using the same forward primer (5’CCCCACACACATGCACTTACC-3’)
and
reverse
primers
(5’
CCTAGTCCCAGGGCTTTGATT-3’) procured
from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, USA).
The amplification was programmed in an
eppendorf master cycler gradient as detailed in
Table 3.
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Table 3: PCR programme for GAPDH primer
Step no.

Events

Temperature

Duration

1
2

Initial Denaturation
Amplification
Denaturation
Annealing
Extension
Final extension

95°C
95°C
60°C
72°C
72°C

5 mins
1min
1min
1 min
10 mins

3

Electrophoresis and Analysis of PCR Product:
The PCR products were loaded carefully into well
of the casted gel, with controls (distilled water
instead of template DNA) to test the purity and
viability of reagents. Gel Electrophoresis Unit
(AXYGEN, USA) was employed for the same.
The analysis was performed for all the samples at
least three times with each selected primers to
check the reproducibility. A DNA ladder was also
.

45 Cycles

loaded along with the samples to quantify DNA,
and electrophoresis was carried out at a constant
voltage of 70V till the dye ran 3/4th distance on
the gel. After the gel was ran it was placed on gel
documentation system and was visualized by 302
nm high intensity UV light. Image was captured
and analyzed by using Quantity One Software
(Figures 1, 2). Molecular weight was calculated by
using this software.

Figure 1: An agarose gel chromatograph showing GAPDH gene profile of the 30 DNA samples obtained from
conventionally processed tissue under group A of the study; M,100bp DNA ladder

Figure 2: An agarose gel chromatograph showing GAPDH gene profile of the 30 DNA samples obtained
from microwave processed tissue under group B of the study; M,100bp DNA ladder
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4314/ejhs.v28i5.13
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RESULTS
Statistical analysis was carried out to establish
correlation between the two study groups for
qualitative and quantitative assessment of the
obtained DNA. Statistical difference was assessed
by means of paired and unpaired t-test and
Pearson chi-square tests using SPSS software.
Purity of extracted DNA: The purity of the
obtained DNA was estimated by calculating the
ratio of absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm
measured using PicoDrop UV-Spectrophotometer.
The ratio between 1.6 and 1.8 indicates the
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presence of nucleic acids. A ratio of less than1.6
indicates additional presence of protein content
and greater than 1.8 indicates RNA content or
chloroform and phenol contamination.Samples
with uncontaminated DNA (purity of 1.6-1.8)
were more in group B; although Chi-Square test
analysis demonstrated insignificant difference
between the two groups. Difference between the
two groups was calculated by applying unpaired ttest, and the P-value was found to be insignificant
(Table 4).

Table 4: Samples with the possible contamination in both groups (Chi-Square Test Analysis)
Groups
Group
A
Group
B

Sample
size
(n)
30

No
Contamination
n (%)
12 (40%)

Protein
Contamination n
(%)
18 (60%)

30

15 (50%)

15 (50%)

RNA
Chi – Square
Contamination value
n (%)
0
0.606
0

Pvalue
0.436

n: Number of Samples, NS: Non Significant, P Values <0.05 and <0.01 are statistically significant and P value <0.001
is highly significant

Quantity of extracted DNA: The mean quantities
of the DNA extracted from the group B samples
produced much higher mean DNA yield than
group A. The outcome of unpaired t-test analysis
revealed a significant relationship in the
discrepancy between the two groups. Also, ChiSquare test was performed for the pairwise
comparison of DNA quantity of the individual
sample of the two groups which interprets that the
numbers of the sample with the better DNA
outturn were more in group B than in group; the p
value = 0.002 was significant. In this study, the
minimum tissue weight from which the DNA
could be efficiently extracted was as little as 6mg
and 2mg of the conventionally and microwave
processed tissue respectively.
Quality of extracted DNA - PCR amplifications
in different groups: Quality of the DNA was
assessed by observing its potential to be amplified.
Although tissue samples of both the groups were
successfully amplified, group B tissues revealed
more number of amplification compared to group
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4314/ejhs.v26i5.13

A. Furthermore, the minimum quantities of the
DNA which could be successfully amplified were
7.91 Ƞg/µl & 10.85 Ƞg/µl of the conventional and
microwave processed specimens.
DISCUSSION
Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is the
eighth most common cancer worldwide associated
with significant morbidity and mortality (5).
Currently, oral carcinogenesis is hypothesized to
be governed by the accretion of the genetic
mutations affecting the structure and function of
the genome at molecular level along with equally
important epigenetic changes (6,7). Thus, genetic
and genome based approaches have established
themselves as the linchpin in the diagnosis and
prognosis of oral cancer (8). Central to molecular
diagnostics and assays are the nucleic acids (9).
Amplification of nucleic acid sequences has
brought new insights into the etiology of cancer
that has proved to be highly useful for early
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detection, diagnosis and treatment (10,11); PCR
being the method for the in vitro amplification of
specific nucleic acid sequences has now become
the mainstay of the use of molecular science in
diagnosis and research (12). PCR provides with
fine sensitivity that enables the molecular study of
fixed paraffin-embedded tissue (PET) specimens,
which comprise most archival clinical material.
The extraction of nucleic acids from routinely
fixed and processed tissue is particularly important
as it permits the use of archival material for the
retrospective investigation of disease (13).
In spite of the tremendous advances made in
the field of histoprocessing techniques, the
majority of the laboratories continue to practice a
century old technique for preserving and
processing tissue specimen i.e. Formaldehyde
fixation followed by conventional processing
method. The conventional manual tissue
processing technique requires a minimum of 8-16
hours, thereby causing a 1-day minimum delay in
drawing the diagnosis (14). Furthermore, the use
of toxic chemical reagents like xylene is the other
important shortcoming associated with this
technique. Exposure to xylene can occur via
inhalation, ingestion, eye or skin contact with the
probable damage to multiple body systems making
it a potential occupational hazard for the
histopathological technicians (15).
Microwave tissue processing technique has
surfaced as an antidote to all these obstacles.
Although microwaves were invented by Percy
Spencer in 1945; it was Mayers who pioneered the
use of microwave technology in histologic
procedures in 1970s (16,17). Understanding the
technology and its various applications is the two
most essential components which determine its
overall success or failure. Microwaves are nonionizing radiations with electromagnetic properties
with the frequencies ranging from 300 MHz to
300 GHz and wavelengths from 1 mm to 1 m (18).
As the microwaves penetrate into the tissues,
the energy is absorbed by the water molecules. In
the oscillating electric fields produced by
microwaves irradiation, the dipolar molecules like
water are forced to vibrate. Some of the acquired
rotational energy is transferred to the random
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4314/ejhs.v28i5.13
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motion upon collision with other molecules. This
induced kinetic movement produces instantaneous
heat which further increases the diffusion of the
reagents and thereby decreases the tissue
processing time. Unlike conventional heating,
heating in microwave is from within (internal
heating), and its effect occurs throughout the
material being irradiated (19).
Microwave aided tissue processing
Temperature: The physicochemical basis of
tissue processing lies in the diffusion of reagents
into the substance of the tissue to be processed.
This higher temperature facilitates diffusion,
thereby allowing quicker tissue processing.
Although the risk of tissue damage is there due to
higher temperature, short exposure time does not
allow that to happen. In this study, all the three
steps of processing were carried out in 2 changes
of 200ml of reagents for 20 minutes. Therfore, in
order to prevent any kind of tissue damage, a
water load of 200ml was also kept during every
procedure.
The commercially available microwave ovens
are designed to provide precise control of
specimen temperature which domestic ovens
cannot. Kok et al recommend 67°C to be suitable
for dehydration temperature while the following
procedures were carried out between the range of
60°C to 82°C (20). Babu TM et al and Kango and
Deshmukh used a domestic microwave oven in
which the maximum temperature reached was
87°C and 58°C respectively. Stepwise assessment
of the tissue temperature could not be recorded in
this study, but the highest temperature attained
was 84°C (16,21).
Reagents: Depending upon their ability to absorb
the microwave energy, some materials can be
more microwavable than others. In this study, both
dehydration and clearing were performed using iso
propyl alcohol as it presents with various
advantages over the others. These include:
1. better ability to absorb the microwave
energy i.e. more microwavable;
2. safer than the toxic chemicals like xylene;
3. boiling temperature of 82°C allows it to
boil out readily in paraffin impregnation
procedure;
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4. its dehydrating property; and
5. Miscible in water.
Besides, iso propyl alcohol, use of the other
reagents such as graded alcohol and chloroform
has also been suggested by some authors.
However, in this study, iso propyl proved to be an
effective dehydrant and clearing agent.
Size of the specimen: The basic effect of
microwave irradiation is stimulation of diffusion
and enhancement of reaction rates with internal
heating being the key element in the process. The
formula which governs the rate of diffusion is <X2
> = 2Dt, where x stands for net distance covered
by a particle in solution in a certain direction; it is
the time period during which diffusion occurs; D
is the diffusion constant for the substance and < >
stands for the average value. This implies that the
average squared distance covered by a particle in
solution is proportional to the diffusion time (22).
This shows the need to keep the thickness of the
biopsies small: three times as thick means nine
times as long for comparable effects. Kok et al
reiterated the importance of the thickness of the
tissue to be irradiated and mentioned that it was
the thickness and not the length or width of the
tissue that mattered. They also mentioned that
microwaves can penetrate upto a maximum depth
of 2 cm, as the larger specimens would require
additional cycles (16). Therefore, all the
specimens selected for this study were less than
1x1x 0.5 cm in thickness (less than 2cm).
In this study, DNA purity was the first
parameter studied and compared. It was found that
50% of the microwave processed tissues contained
pure DNA compared to only 40% of
conventionally processed tissues
showing
uncontaminated DNA. These results are in
accordance with findings of Bodor et al who were
able to obtain the genomic DNA with a purity of
1.6-1.7 OD260/OD280 from both of the
processing techniques evaluated in this study (23).
Also, Hsu et al were able to retrieve excellent
quality DNA from in situ hybridization when
microwave fixed tissue were used, further
supporting the outcome of this study (24).
However, Aydin I et al found differing results; the
DNA they obtained from formaldehyde fixed
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microwaved processed tissue was fragmented and
not of good quality (25).
The quantity of DNA is as important as its
quality for subsequent molecular analysis; the
second factor which was evaluated. After the
interpretation of the data obtained, it was evident
that the tissues processed utilizing the microwave
method were able to produce much higher DNA
than the routinely processed tissue by the
conventional method. Banarjee SK et al and Aydin
et al who had described a microwave based DNA
extraction procedure from FFPE tissues arrived at
a similar conclusion i.e. the derived DNA was of
sufficient quantity (25,26). This parameter was
also studied by Bodor et al who were successfully
able to extract good quality and quantity of DNA
after having the tissue processed by microwave
apparatus (23).
Apart from these, literature accommodates a
few more researches which have highlighted the
utility of the microwave for fruitful extraction of
DNA. Lou et al reported that microwave treatment
of the sample (cervivaginal lavage in this case)
lead to adequate production of HPV DNA for its
detection by PCR. They concluded that the higher
denaturation temperature required for more
efficient DNA extraction was better provided by
microwave than by the conventional method in a
short span of time and without much damage to
the tissues; thus, emphasizing its utility for the
same (27).
Lastly, the quality of the extracted DNA was
estimated as a measure of number of samples with
amplifiable DNA. On the basis of the results of the
GAPDH gene expression post PCR, it can be
stated that DNA retrieved from microwave
method can be as effectively amplified as those
processed by the conventional overnight
technique; hence, equally good quality from both
the technique. Likewise, conclusions were drawn
by Banarjee et al and Bodor et al who carried out
positive amplification of ki-ras and β-globin gene
in human tissues via PCR (23, 26). These results
were further in congruence with the findings of
Aydin et al, who reported successful PCR
amplification of the DNA from microwave
processed tissues (25).
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The practice of microwave assisted tissue
processing has brought about a reassessment of
traditional concepts by simplifying the paradigm
of prolonged durations of conventional
histoprocessing methods and curtailing it to
several minutes. As evidenced by the results of
this study, we were able consolidate microwave
technology with the molecular biology techniques
to prepare the formalin fixed tissues for the
procurement of DNA with well preserved integrity
and its further use for molecular procedures.
Apart from its use in tissue processing, it has
also been found to be profoundly effectual in
tissue fixation, tissue section staining, antigen
preservation and electron microscopy. Studies
have established that the quality of microwaveprocessed and microwave-stained slides is
identical or slightly better than conventionally
processed and stained slides (18,21,22,28,29,30).
Also, microwave technology has immensely
contributed in the successful antigen retrieval as
well
as
enhanced
immunostaining
in
immunohistochemical procedures (18,30,31,32), it
has been a significant addition to the DNA
extraction methods too (34,35,36).
Ten percent formaldehyde was used in this
study as the tissue fixative is known to cause
degradation of the nucleic acids. In pursuance of
overcoming this impediment, further studies
incorporating less harmful alternative fixatives
along with microwave histoprocessing technique
is recommended.
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